Educating the Citizens of the Universe
Space Science Education for 21\textsuperscript{st} century

- Hope and inspiration
- New worlds
- Big questions
- Existential shift
- Global cooperation
- New opportunities
- Planetary perspective
- World building
- Guardians of the planet
- Future of civilization
“Astrobiology ... brings together social studies, space studies, and biology. It brings us together!”
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Earthlings Hub for refugee kids in Ukraine
Inquiry-based education for refugee children, led by a dedicated team of scientists, educators, and psychologists.

Earthlings Hub is administered by US-based international 501(c)(3) non-profit Blue Marble Space.

Our Latest News

Lecture series about the future of biology from 20+ biologists
September 29, 2022

Math lessons at evacuated orphanages in Lviv
September 29, 2022

Video trailer of virtual lab tours
September 1, 2022

Daily conversations with scientists
September 15, 2022
Space education – a beacon of hope and unity